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Polymorphi type inferen e and assignment
Xavier Leroy
E ole Normale Superieure

Abstra t
We present a new approa h to the polymorphi typing
of data a epting in-pla e modi ation in ML-like languages. This approa h is based on restri tions over type
generalization, and a re ned typing of fun tions. The
type system given here leads to a better integration of
imperative programming style with the purely appli ative kernel of ML. In parti ular, generi fun tions that
allo ate mutable data an safely be given fully polymorphi types. We show the soundness of this type system,
and give a type re onstru tion algorithm.

1 Introdu tion
Polymorphi type dis iplines originate in the study of al ulus and its onne tions to onstru tive logi [7, 14℄,
so it is no surprise it ts very ni ely within purely
appli ative languages, without side e e ts. However,
polymorphism be omes problemati when we move toward onventional imperative languages (Algol, Pasal), and allow physi al modi ation of data stru tures.
The problem appeared at an early stage of the design of
ML [8, p. 52℄, when assignment operators were provided
for the primitive data types of referen es and ve tors.
Consider the following example, in ML1 :
let r = ref [ ℄ in

If we naively give type 8 : list ref to the referen e r,
we an rst use it with type int list ref , and store in it
the list with 1 as single element | an int list, indeed.
Given its type, we an also onsider r as having type
bool list ref , hen e head (!r ) has type bool, and the if
statement is well-typed. However, head (!r ) evaluates
to 1, whi h is not a valid boolean. This example shows
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that physi al modi ation of data ompromises type
safety, sin e it an invalidate stati typing assumptions.
As demonstrated here, the use of polymorphi mutable data (that is, data stru tures that an be modi ed in pla e) must be restri ted. An obvious way to
ta kle this problem, used in early implementations of
ML [3℄, is to require all su h data to have monomorphi , stati ally-known types. This restri tion trivially
solves the problem, but it also makes it impossible to
write polymorphi fun tions that reate mutable values.
This fa t has unfortunate onsequen es.
A rst drawba k is that it is not possible to provide
generi , eÆ ient implementations of most data stru tures (ve tors, hash tables, graphs, B-trees, : : : ), as
they require physi al modi ation. Even a trivial fun tion su h as taking a ve tor of an arbitrary type and
returning a opy of it is not well-typed with the poli y
above, sin e it reates a ve tor with a stati ally unknown type.
Another drawba k is that polymorphi mutable values are prohibited even if they are not returned, but
used for internal omputation only. As a onsequen e,
most generi fun tions annot be written in an imperative style, with referen es holding intermediate results.
Consider the familiar map fun tional:
let re appli ative map f l =
if null l then [ ℄ else

f (head l ) :: appli ative map f (tail l )

r := [1℄;
if head (!r ) then : : : else : : :
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!r returns the

Here is an alternate implementation of map in imperative style:
let imperative map f l =
let argument = ref l and result = ref [ ℄ in
while not (null !argument ) do

result := f (head !argument ) :: !result ;
argument := tail !argument
done;
reverse !result

Some ML type systems reje t imperative map as illtyped. Others give it a less general type than its
purely appli ative version. In any ase, the imperative
version annot be substituted for the appli ative one,
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even though they have exa tly the same semanti s. As
demonstrated here, the programming style (imperative
vs. appli ative) interferes with the type spe i ations.
This learly goes against modular programming.
Some enhan ements to the ML type system have been
proposed [4, 16, 17, 1℄, that weaken the restri tions over
polymorphi mutable data. Standard ML [11℄ in orporates some of these ideas. These enhan ed type systems
make it possible to de ne many useful generi fun tions
over mutable data stru tures, su h as the fun tion that
opies a ve tor. However, these systems are still not
powerful enough: they fail to infer the most general
type for the imperative map example above; and they
do not work well in onjun tion with higher-order fun tions. Be ause of these short omings, Standard ML
does not provide adequate support for the imperative
programming style. This is a major weakness for a
general-purpose programming language.
In this paper, we present a new way to type he k mutable data within a polymorphi type dis ipline. Our
type system is a simple extension of the one of ML.
It permits type re onstru tion and possesses the prinipal type property. It requires minimal modi ations
to the ML type algebra. Yet it de nitely improves the
support for imperative programming in ML. It allows
generi fun tions over mutable data stru tures to have
fully polymorphi types. It is powerful enough to assign
to a fun tion written in imperative style the same type
as its purely appli ative ounterpart. For example, in
this system, the imperative implementation of map annot be distinguished from the usual, appli ative one, as
far as types are on erned.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In se tion 2, we introdu e informally our type system,
and show the need for a more pre ise type he king of
fun tions. Se tion 3 formalizes the ideas above. We
state the type he king rules, show their soundness, and
give a type re onstru tion algorithm. Se tion 4 brie y
ompares our approa h with previous ones. We give a
few on luding remarks in se tion 5.

2 Informal presentation
In this se tion, we informally introdu e our typing disipline for mutable data, fo using on referen es to be
more spe i . Unlike the Standard ML approa h, we
do not attempt to dete t the reation of polymorphi
referen es. What we prohibit is the use of a referen e
with two di erent types. The only way to use a value
with several types is to generalize its type rst, that is,
to universally quantify over some of its type variables.
(In ML, the only onstru t that generalizes types is the

let binding.) Hen e, what we restri t is type generalization: we never generalize a type variable that may be
free in the type of a referen e. Su h a type variable is
said to be dangerous. Not generalizing dangerous type
variables ensures that a mutable value always possesses
a monotype.
It remains to dete t dangerous type variables at
generalization-time. Though this suggests a omplex
and expensive stati analysis, this turns out not to be
the ase: dangerous variables an be determined by
mere examination of the type being generalized, as we
shall now illustrate.
2.1

Datatypes

Consider the example given in introdu tion:
let r = ref [ ℄ in

r := [1℄;

if head (!r ) then

: : : else : : :

The expression ref [ ℄ has type A = list ref . This
type is a ref type, and is free in it, hen e is dangerous in A. The let onstru t does not generalize ,
hen e gets instantiated to int when typing r := [1℄,
and typing if head (!r ) : : : leads to a type lash.
Referen es may be embedded into more omplex data
stru tures (pairs, lists, on rete datatypes). Fortunately, the type of a data stru ture ontains enough
information to retrieve the types of the omponents of
the stru ture. For instan e, a pair with type A  B
ontains one value of type A and one value of type B .
Therefore, any variable whi h is dangerous in A or in
B is also dangerous in A  B . For instan e, in
let r = ([ ℄; ref [ ℄) in e

the expression ([ ℄; ref [ ℄) has type list  list ref ,
where is dangerous but not . Hen e in e, variable r
has type 8 : list  list ref .
The treatment of user-de ned datatypes is similar.
Parameterless datatypes annot ontain polymorphi
data, so there is no dangerous variable in them. Parameterized datatypes ome in two avors: those whi h
introdu e new ref types (su h as type foo = A j
B of ref ), and those whi h don't. The former are
treated like ref types: all variables free in their parameter(s) are onsidered dangerous. The latter are treated
like produ t types: their dangerous variables are the
dangerous variables of their parameter(s).
2.2

Fun tions

Fun tion types are treated spe ially. The reason is that
a value with type A ! B does not ontain a value of
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type A, nor a value of type B , in ontrast with regular
datatypes su h as A  B or A list. Hen e it seems
there are no dangerous variables in type A ! B , even
if A or B ontain dangerous variables themselves. For
instan e, the fun tion
let make ref = fun tion x

!

ref x

has type ! ref , and is not dangerous in it,
so it is fully polymorphi . It is a tually harmless by
itself. What's harmful is to apply make ref to a polymorphi argument su h as [ ℄, bind the result with a
let onstru t, and use it with two di erent types. But
this is not possible in the proposed type system, sin e
make ref [ ℄ has type list ref , and this type will not be
generalized, as is dangerous in it. In our approa h,
generi fun tions that reate and return mutable obje ts are given very general types. Type safety is ensured by ontrolling what an be done with the result
of their appli ation, as des ribed above.
The analysis above is based solely on the type of
the fun tion result. Hen e, the usage of a polymorphi fun tion is unrestri ted if the fun tion does not
return any referen es, as witnessed by the absen e of
ref types in its odomain type. This holds even if the
fun tion allo ates referen es with stati ally unknown
types for internal purposes, but does not return them.
For instan e, this is the ase for the imperative map
fun tional given in the introdu tion: it is given type
8 ; : ( ! ) ! list ! list, the very same type
as its purely appli ative ounterpart appli ative map .
The imperative map fun tional an be substituted for
appli ative map in any ontext. In parti ular, it an be
applied to highly polymorphi arguments: the expression
imperative map (fun tion x

!

x) [ ℄

is well-typed, and returns the fully polymorphi empty
list, even though two referen es were reated with type
list ref . The type system guarantees that these referen es are used onsistently inside the fun tion, and
are not exported outside.
Another strength of this type-based analysis is its
good handling of higher-order fun tions and partial
appli ations. Consider the partial appli ation of
appli ative map to make ref : our type system orre tly
re ognize it as harmless, and gives it the fully polymorphi type 8 : list ! ref list. This is not the ase
for ML type systems that attempt to ontrol the reation of referen es (see se tion 4).
2.3

Fun tions with free variables

The areful reader may have noti ed a aw in the disussion above: we have negle ted the fa t that a fun -

tion may possess free variables. Suppose that a fun tion
f has a free variable r whi h is bound to a referen e outside the fun tion. Fun tion f an a ess and update the
referen e, yet the type of r does not ne essarily appear
in the type of f . A lassi example is the fun tional
presentation of referen es as a pair of fun tions, one for
a ess, the other for update:
let fun tional ref x =
let r = ref x in
(fun tion ( ) ! !r );
(fun tion z ! r := z )

The expression fun tional ref [ ℄ has type (unit !
list)  ( list ! unit), where no type variable is
dangerous, so it is fully polymorphi , yet it breaks type
safety just as ref [ ℄ does. The problem is that the types
of the free variables of a fun tion do not appear in the
type of the fun tion. In this ontext, it is useful to think
of fun tions as losures. Closures, in ontrast with any
other data stru ture, are not adequately des ribed by
their (fun tional) type: we do not know anything about
the types of the values ontained in the environment
part of a losure.
Our solution is to keep tra k of what is inside a losure. We asso iate with any fun tion type a set of types,
the types of all variables free in the fun tion. We ould
put this set of types as a third argument to the arrow
type onstru tor. For te hni al reasons, we nd it more
onvenient to add an extra level of indire tion in re ording this set of types. Therefore, ea h fun tion type is
adorned with a label. Labels are written L, M , and
L
labeled fun tion types are written A !
B . Separately,
we re ord onstraints on those labels. Constraints have
the format A . L, meaning that obje ts of type A are
allowed to o ur in environments of type L. An environment of type L is not required to ontain a value of
type A. It is not allowed to ontain a value of a type B
unless B . L is one of the re orded onstraints.
This way, fun tion type labels allow typings of
the environment parts of losures. For instan e,
fun tional ref now has type:
L
M
N
!
(unit !
)( !
unit)

with

ref . M;

ref . N

hen e fun tional ref [ ℄ has type:
M
N
(unit !
list)  ( list !
unit)
with list ref . M; list ref . N

thus revealing the presen e of a polymorphi referen e
in ea h fun tion of the pair, and preventing the generalization of . The rule is that in a fun tional type
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M
A !
B , a variable is dangerous i there exists a
onstraint C . M with dangerous in C .
This typing of losures gives a pre ise a ount of
the interleaving of internal omputation and parameter
passing in ( urried) fun tions, and of the possible data
sharing between invo ations. For instan e, it su eeds
in distinguishing the following two fun tions:

fun tion ( ) ! ref [ ℄ :
L

unit !

list ref

let r = ref [ ℄ in fun tion ( ) ! r :
L
unit !
list ref with list ref . L

The former is harmless, sin e it returns a fresh referen e ea h time, so it an be generalized. The latter
always return the same referen e, whi h is therefore
shared between all alls to the fun tion. It must remain monomorphi , whi h is indeed the ase, sin e is
a dangerous variable in its type.
Before presenting the type system formally, we now
give the main intuitions behind the typing of losures.
Constraints are synthesized during the typing of abM
stra tions, as follows: when giving type A !
B to the
abstra tion e = fun tion x ! : : :, for ea h variable
y free in e, we look up the type Cy of y in the typing
environment and re ord the onstraint Cy . M .
It is always safe to add new onstraints, sin e the
onstraints over a label L are intended to give an upper
bound for what an go inside losures of type L. (This
may lead to less general types, however, sin e more variables will be de lared dangerous.) Unifying two labeled
L
M
fun tion types A !
B and C !
D is easy: it suÆ es
to identify both labels L and M , resulting in a single
label whi h bears the previous onstraints on M as well
L
as those on L. For instan e, assuming f : int !
int,
the expression
if : : : then f else
let z = 1 in fun tion x

!

x +z

L
has type int !
int as well, with the additional onstraint that int . L.
Finally, to give the most general type to fun tionals, we must be able to generalize over labels, in the
same way as we generalize over regular type variables.
Consider the fun tional:

fun tion f

!

2 + (f 1)

It must be possible to apply it to any fun tion mapping
integers to integers, whatever its losure may ontain.
L
M
Yet if we give it the type (int !
int) ! int without
generalizing over L, we ould only apply it to fun tions

without free variables, assuming there is no onstraint
over L in the urrent environment. Instead, the right
L
M
typing is 8L: (int !
int) ! int. In more omplex situations, the urrent environment ontains onstraints
over the label to be generalized. These onstraints are
dis harged in the type s hema, and reintrodu ed at speialization time. Type s hemas therefore have the format 8V1 : : : Vn : A with , where the Vi are either labels
or type variables, and is a sequen e of onstraints.

3 Formalization
In this se tion, we formalize a al ulus based on the
ideas above.
3.1

Syntax

The language we onsider is the ore ML language, al ulus plus a distinguished let onstru t. We shall
assume a built-in int type, with integer onstants. The
store is presented through the type A ref of referen es
to a term of type A, and the operations ref(a), to allo ate a new referen e to term a, !a to get the ontents
of the referen e a, and a := b to update the ontent of
a by b.
We assume given a ountable set Var of term variables, with typi al elements x; y. In the following, i
ranges over integers. The syntax of terms, with typi al
elements a, b, is as follows:
a ::= x j i j x: a j (b a) j let x = a in b j
ref(a) j !a j a := b
3.2

Type he king

Type expressions, with typi al elements A; B , have
the following syntax:
L
A ::= X j int j A !
B j A ref
In the de nition above, X stands for a type variable,
ranging over a given ountable set TVar . Fun tion
L
types A !
B are annotated by a label L, taken from a
ountable set Lbl . Labels are distin t from term variables and type variables.
Type s hemas, with typi al element , are omposed
of type expressions with some type variables and some
labels universally quanti ed. They also ontain a sequen e of onstraints . Constraints have the format
 . L.

 ::= A j 8V1 : : : Vn : A with
::=  j  . L;
V ::= X j L
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(int)
(varspe )
(fun)
(app)
(letgen)
(ref)
(assign)

E ` i : int with
E (x) = 8X1 : : : Xn ; L1 : : : Lm : A with
E ` x : AfXi Bi ; Lj Mj g with fXi Bi ; Lj Mj g [
E [x A℄ ` b : B with
for all y free in x: b, (E (y) . L) 2

0

L
E ` x: b : A !
B with
L
E ` b : A ! B with
E ` a : A with
E ` (b a) : B with
E ` a : A with
(; 0 ) = Gen(A; E; ) E [x ℄ ` b : B with 0 [ 00
E ` let x = a in b : B with 0 [ 00
E ` a : A ref with
E ` a : A with
(deref)
E ` ref(a) : A ref with
E ` !a : A with
E ` a : A ref with
E ` b : A with
E ` a := b : A with

Figure 1: The typing rules.
Given a type A in the ontext of a onstraint sequen e , we de ne its free variables (labels as well as
type variables) F V (A with ) and its dangerous free
variables DV (A with ) as follows. The intuition behind the de nition of F V is that the omponents of a
L
fun tional type A !
B are not only A, B and L, but
also any type expression C su h that C . L is one of the
re orded onstraints.
F V (X with ) = fX g
F V (int with ) = ;
F V (A ref with ) = F V (A with )
L
F V (A !
B with ) = fLg [ F V (A with ) [
[ F V (B with ) [
F V ( with )

DV (X with
DV (int with
DV (A ref with
L
DV (A !
B with

)
)
)
)

(.L)2

= ;
= ;
= F V (A with )
[
DV ( with )
=
(.L)2

To omplete the de nition above, we extend F V and
DV to type s hemas and to typing environments in the
obvious way:

F V (8V1 : : : Vn : A with 0 ) with =
F V (A with [ 0 ) n fV1 : : : Vn g



DV (8V1 : : : Vn : A with 0 ) with =
DV (A with [ 0 ) n fV1 : : : Vn g
F V (E with ) =
[
F V (E (x) with )
x2Dom(E )

The typing rules are given in gure 1. They are very
similar to the rules for ML, ex ept for the additional
handling of onstraints, reminis ent of the treatment
of subtyping hypotheses in type inferen e systems with
subtypes [12, 6℄.
The rules de ne the proposition \term a has type
A under assumptions E and onstraints ", written
E ` a : A with . The typing environment E is a
partial mapping from term variables to type s hemas.
We write E [x A℄ for the environment identi al to E ,
ex ept that x is mapped to A. We assume the usual set
operations are de ned over onstraints in the obvious
way.
As in Standard ML [11, p. 21℄, the Gen operator
used in the (letgen) rule is responsible for generalizing as many type variables as possible in a type. Here,
we also generalize over labels whenever possible. In addition, we prohibit generalization over dangerous type
variables. A tentative de nition would therefore be
Gen(A; E; ) = 8V1 : : : Vn : A where the set fV1 : : : Vn g
is F V (A with ) n DV (A with ) n F V (E with ).
However, it would be in orre t to generalize over a variable whi h remains free in the onstraint sequen e used
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i[s℄ =e) int(i)[s℄

(x: a)[s℄ =e) los(x; a; ejF V (a) )[s℄

x[s℄ =e) e(x)[s℄

e
b[s℄ =)
los(x; ; e1 )[s1 ℄

e
a[s1 ℄ =)
v2 [s2 ℄

(b a)[s℄ =e) v3 [s3 ℄

a[s℄ =e) v1 [s1 ℄

e[x v

℄

b[s1 ℄ =)1 v2 [s2 ℄

(let x = a in b)[s℄ =e) v2 [s2 ℄
a[s℄ =e) lo (`)[s0 ℄
e
!a[s℄ =)
s0 (`)[s0 ℄

e [x v

℄

[s2 ℄ 1 =) 2 v3 [s3 ℄

a[s℄ =e) v[s0 ℄

` 2= Dom(s0 )

ref(a)[s℄ =) lo (`)[s0 [`
e

e
a[s℄ =)
lo (`)[s1 ℄

v℄℄

e
b[s1 ℄ =)
v[s2 ℄

(a := b)[s℄ =e) v[s2 [`

v℄℄

Figure 2: The evaluation rules
later. Therefore, Gen also dis harges in the s hema all
\generi " onstraints, i.e. the onstraints in where
one of the Vi is free, and returns the remaining onstraints, to be used further in the typing derivation.

De nition 1 (Generalization) Let A be a type expression, E be a typing environment, be a onstraint
sequen e. De ne:

fV1 : : : Vn g =

F V (A with ) n DV (A with ) n F V (E with ):

Let 0 be the sequen e of those onstraints  . L in
su h that L is one of the Vi . Then:

Gen(A; E; ) = (8V1 : : : Vn : A with 0 ); (
3.3

n

0

)

Evaluation

We give here an evaluation me hanism for terms of our
al ulus, using stru tural operational semanti s. The
evaluation relation a[s℄ =e) v[s0 ℄ maps a term a, in the
ontext of an evaluation environment e and a store s,
to some value v, and a modi ed store s0 . Values have
the following syntax:

v ::= int(i) j los(x; a; e) j lo (`)
Here, ` ranges over a ountable set Lo of lo ations.
Stores are partial mappings from lo ations to values.
Sin e we assume all-by-value, evaluation environments
are partial mappings from term variables to values. The
rules given in gure 2 de ne pre isely the evaluation relation, assuming standard left-to-right evaluation order.
To a ount for run-time type errors, we introdu e
the spe ial result wrong, and state that if none of the
evaluation rules mat h, then a[s℄ =e) wrong. This
way, we an distinguish between type errors and nontermination.

3.4

Soundness of typing

The type system presented here is sensible with respe t
to the evaluation me hanism above: no well-typed term
an evaluate to wrong.

Proposition 1 Let a be a term, A be a type, be a
sequen e of onstraints su h that we an derive ; ` a :
A with . Then, for all stores s0 , a[s0 ℄ does not evaluate to wrong; that is, we annot derive a[s0 ℄ =;) wrong.
The proof an be found in appendix. It losely follows Tofte's [16, hapter 5℄. The ru ial point is that
losure labels and onstraints give a better ontrol over
the types of store lo ations than in ML. As a onsequen e, a variable annot be free in the type of a lo ation rea hable from a value without being dangerous in
the type of that value. This guarantees the soundness
of type generalization.
3.5

Type re onstru tion

In this se tion, we onsider an adaptation to our language of the well-known Damas-Milner type re onstru tion algorithm for ML (algorithm W of [5℄). In the following, we write mgu(A; B ) for the prin ipal uni er of
types A and B , if A and B are uni able. (Otherwise,
the type inferen e algorithm fails.) Type expressions
are terms of a two-sorted free algebra, hen e this ensures the existen e of a prin ipal uni er, that an be
obtained by the lassi al uni ation algorithm between
terms of a free algebra.
Let a be a term, E be a typing environment, and
be an initial sequen e of onstraints. We de ne
infer (E; a; ) as the triple (A; ; ), where A is a type
expression,  a substitution and  a onstraint sequen e, as follows:
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infer (E; i; ) =
(int; Id; )

3.6

infer (E; x; ) =
let (8X1 : : : Xn ; L1 : : : Lm : A with ) = E (x)
let Y1 ; : : : ; Yn be fresh type variables
(not free in E nor in A)
and M1 ; : : : ; Mm be fresh labels
let  = fXi Yi ; Lj Mj g
in (A; Id; [ )
infer (E; x: b; ) =
let X; L be fresh variables
let  = fE (y) . L j y free in x: bg
let B; ;  = infer (E [x X ℄; b; [ )
L
in (X !
B; ; )
infer (E; (b a); ) =
let B; ;  = infer (E; b; )
let A; ;  = infer (E; a; )
let X; L be fresh variables
L
let  = mgu(B; A !
X)
in (X; ; )
infer (E; let x = a in b; ) =
let A; ;  = infer (E; a; )
let ; 0 = Gen(A; E; )
let B; ;  = infer ((E )[x
in (B; ; )

℄; b; 0 )

infer (E; ref(a); ) =
let A; ;  = infer (E; a; )
in (A ref ; ; )
infer (E; !a; ) =
let A; ;  = infer (E; a; )
let X be a fresh variable
let  = mgu(A; X ref )
in (X; ; )
infer (E; a := b; ) =
let A; ;  = infer (E; a; )
let B; ;  = infer (E; b; )
let  = mgu(A; B ref )
in (B; ; )

This algorithm enjoys the good properties of the
Damas-Milner algorithm: it is orre t and omplete
with respe t to the typing rules, and the inferred type
is the most general one. The proof is very similar to
Damas' proof [4℄.

Relation to ML

We have introdu ed losure typing as a way to keep
tra k of mutable values embedded in fun tions. As
a onsequen e, two expressions having the same fun tional type in ML may now be distinguished by their
losure type, and we may fear that this leads to a type
system more restri tive than the one of ML. Ideally, we
would like the purely appli ative fragment of our alulus (that is, without the ref type onstru tor, and
the ref, := and ! term onstru tors) to be a onservative extension of ML: any pure, losed term that is
well-typed in ML should also be well-typed in our alulus. Unfortunately, this is not the ase | but for
more subtle reasons than the one outlined above.
A tually, two type expressions in our system annot
be distinguished by their losure labels only. The reason is that uni ation annot fail be ause of the labels:
given the syntax of type expressions, a label an only be
mat hed against another label, and labels are treated as
variables as far as uni ation is on erned. Therefore,
in our system, uni ation between types is onservative
with respe t to uni ation between the orresponding
ML types. To be more pre ise, we introdu e the \strip"
operator #, that maps type expressions in our al ulus
to ML type expressions, by erasing the labels from fun tion types:

int# = int

X# = X
(A ref )# = A# ref
M
(A ! B )# = A# ! B #

Then, two type expressions A and B are uni able if
and only if A# and B # are, and in this ase, taking  =
mgu(A; B ) and  = mgu(A#; B #), we have (C )# =
(C #) for all types C .
This lemma, along with the lose resemblan e between our algorithm infer and Damas-Milner's W algorithm, lead us to believe that, given the same pure
term, both algorithms infer the same type, modulo losure labels. However, this does not hold be ause of
the generalization step in the ase of a let onstru t.
Consider the typing of let x = a in b . Assume that,
starting from typing environment E , algorithm infer
infers type A with for a, while algorithm W , starting from the orresponding ML typing environment E #,
infers the orresponding ML type A#. We must he k
that both algorithms generalize exa tly the same type
variables, so that they will type b in ompatible environments. This ould be not the ase for two reasons.
The rst reason is that algorithm infer does not generalize dangerous type variables, while W does. But
this is no problem here, sin e we onsider only the pure
fragment of our al ulus, without the ref type onstru tor, hen e the set of dangerous variables of any type is
always empty.
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The se ond, more serious reason is that losure typing introdu es additional free variables in a given type.
In general, F T V (A with ), the set of free type variables in A with , is a superset of F V (A#). (Take for
L
instan e A = int !
int and = X . L.) So it is not
obvious that F T V (A with ) n F T V (E with ), the
set of type variables generalized by infer , is the same
as F V (A#) n F V (E #), the set of type variables generalized by W . Indeed, there are ases where infer does not
generalize some type variable X , while W does, be ause
X is free in E with , but not in E #. Consider:

z : let id =

x : if : : : then z else (y : x ; y ) ; x
in id id
Assuming x : X and y : Y , the term (y : x ; y ) is given
M
type Y !
Y with X . M , and the if onstru t for es
z to have the same type. Therefore, when we attempt
L
to generalize X !
X (the type of x: : : : ; x), we have
M
M
E (z ) = Y !
Y under onstraints = X . M; Y !
Y . L, and we annot generalize over X , sin e it is free
in the type of z . Hen e, id remains monomorphi , and
the appli ation id id is ill-typed. In ML, we would
have z : Y ! Y , so we ould freely generalize over X ,
getting id : 8X: X ! X , and the whole term would be
well-typed.
The example above is quite onvoluted, and it is the
simplest one we know that exhibits this \variable apture through labels" phenomenon. We need more experien e with the proposed type system to nd whether
this phenomenon happens in more pra ti al situations.
However, in ase this turns out to be a serious aw
of our losure typing system, we are investigating two
possible improvements that seem to avoid variable aptures.
One dire tion is to re ord less onstraints when typing a -abstra tion. In the example above, one ould
argue that the onstraint X .M should not be re orded,
on the grounds that x is \not a tually used" in the body
of the fun tion, as witnessed by the fa t that the type
variable X is not free in the type of the fun tion result,
nor in the type of the parameter.
The other dire tion is to he k that two fun tion
types are ompatible without a tually identifying their
losure types. This way, we ould avoid the propagation
of the onstraint X . M to the type of z .
3.7

Pragmati s of

onstraint handling

Pra ti ally, the main on ern with the type inferen e
algorithm above is the additional overhead introdu ed
by the handling of onstraints. First, it is possible to

simplify sequen es of onstraints. Here are some possible simpli ation rules:
 . M;  . M
.M
AB.M

! .M
!  if  is losed
! A . M; B . M

These three simpli ations are obviously sound with
respe t to the omputation of free and dangerous variables. The third rule a tually generate more onstraints, but this may open the way to further simpli ations, e.g. if A = B , or if A is losed.
In addition, onstraint handling be omes quite heap
if we distribute onstraints inside types, instead of handling a single list of onstraints. We suggest grouping
together all onstraints over the same label L, arranged
as a list of type s hemes. This list represents the label
L itself. To identify two labels, we just have to onatenate the two lists, and this an be done in onstant
time, using e.g. di eren e lists. Hen e, when unifying
two type expressions A and B , the additional work of
identifying labels takes time at most proportional to the
size of A; B . Therefore, uni ation an be performed in
linear time, as in ML.

4 Comparison with other type
systems
In this se tion, we ompare our type system with previous proposals of polymorphi type systems for languages featuring physi al modi ation.
4.1

Standard ML

We onsider rst the systems proposed for ML. All these
systems rely on dete ting the reation of mutable values (e.g. by spe ial type he king rules for the ref onstru t), and ensuring that the resulting mutable values
have monomorphi types.
The rst system we onsider is the one proposed by
Tofte [16, 17℄, and adopted in Standard ML [11℄. It
makes use of weak type variables (written with a  supers ript) to prohibit polymorphi referen es. Weak
type variables annot be generalized by a let binding,
unless the orresponding expression is guaranteed to be
non-expansive, i.e. that it does not reate any referen es. Damas [4℄ proposed a related, but slightly different s heme, that gives similar results in most ases.
The other system is an extension of Tofte's, used in
the Standard ML of New Jersey implementation [1℄. In
this s heme, type variables are no longer partitioned
into weak and non-weak variables; instead, ea h type
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make ref
make ref [ ℄
imperative map

Standard ML
 !  ref
reje ted
(  ! ) !
 list !  list

SML-NJ

! ref
reje ted
( 2 ! 2) !
2 list ! 2 list

Our system
L
!
ref
reje ted
L
M
N
( !
)!
list !
L
list with !
.N

imperative map id [ ℄
appli ative map make ref
id make ref
(raise Exit : ref )

reje ted
reje ted
reje ted
ref

reje ted
reje ted
reje ted
ref

list
L
list !
ref list
L
! ref
reje ted

1

1

Figure 3: Comparison with other type systems
variable has an asso iated integer, its \degree of weakness", or \strength". This degree measures the number
of abstra tions that have to be applied before the orresponding referen e is a tually reated. Regular, unonstrained type variables have strength in nity. Variables with strength zero annot be generalized. Variables with strength n > 0 an be generalized, but ea h
fun tion appli ation de rements the strength of variables.
The omparative results are given in gure 3. For
ea h test program, we give its most general type in ea h
system. We assume these are top-level phrases. As in
most ML implementations, we reje t top-level phrases
whose types annot be losed (be ause some free variables annot be generalized).
The rst test is the make ref fun tion, de ned as
fun tion x ! ref x . It exer ises the possibility of
writing generi fun tions that reate and return updatable data stru tures. Most fun tions over ve tors,
matrixes, doubly linked lists, : : : are typed similarly.
All type systems onsidered here apture the fa t that
make ref should be appli able to monomorphi values
only.
The se ond test is the imperative map fun tional
given in the introdu tion. It illustrates the use of polymorphi referen es as auxiliaries inside a generi fun tion. Our type system is the only one whi h gives a
fully polymorphi type to imperative map . The others
restri t it to be used with monomorphi type.
The third test is the partial appli ation of
appli ative map , de ned in the introdu tion, to the
make ref fun tion. It exer ises the ompatibility between fun tions that reate mutable data and higherorder fun tions. SML and SML-NJ refuse to generalize
its type, hen e reje t it. They are unable to dete t that
appli ative map does not apply make ref immediately,
hen e that appli ative map make ref does not reate
any polymorphi referen e.
A simpli ed version of this test, shown below, is to

apply the identity fun tion id to the make ref fun tion.
Our type system gives the same type to id make ref
and to make ref . The others don't, and we take this as
strong eviden e that they do not handle full fun tionality orre tly.
The last example illustrates a weakness of our typebased approa h. By using ex eptions, for instan e, one
may mimi the reation of a referen e as far as types
are on erned, without a tually reating one. In the
expression (raise Exit : ref ), our type system onsiders that is dangerous and does not generalize it.
Other type systems re ognize that no referen es are reated, hen e they orre tly generalize it. This aw of our
method has little impa t on a tual programming, however.

4.2

Quest

In our system, we made no attempt at restri ting the
reation of mutable values, and on entrated on type
generalization instead. We were inspired by Cardelli's
Quest language [2℄, whi h departs signi antly from
ML, but features mutable data stru tures and polymorphi typing.
Quest makes almost no typing restri tions for mutable values. Soundness is ensured by di erent semanti s for type spe ialization. Namely, an expression with
polymorphi type is evaluated ea h time its type is speialized, in ontrast with ML, where it would be evaluated only on e. This is onsistent with the fa t that
polymorphism is expli it in Quest programs: polymorphi obje ts are a tually presented as fun tions that
take a type as argument and return a spe ialized version of the obje t. But these semanti s are in ompatible with ML, where generalization and spe ialization
are kept impli it in the sour e program.
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4.3

FX

The FX e e t system [9℄ is a polymorphi type system
that performs purity analysis as well: the type of an
expression indi ates what kind of side-e e ts its evaluation an perform. This provides a simple way to
deal with the problem of mutable values: the type of
an expression annot be generalized unless this expression is referentially transparent. It is easy to see that
su h \pure" expressions an safely be used with di erent types.
Though this approa h is attra tive for other purposes
(e.g. automati program parallelization), it de nitely
does not address the main issue onsidered here: how
to give the same type to semanti ally equivalent fun tions, whether written in appli ative style or in imperative style. The reason is that the purity analysis of FX
makes it apparent in the types whether a fun tion allo ates mutable data for lo al purposes. For instan e,
imperative map and appli ative map do not have the
same type in FX.

5 Con lusion
We have presented herein an extension of the ML type
system that onsiderably enhan es the support for data
a epting in-pla e modi ation. This is a signi ant
step toward the integration of polymorphi type dis ipline and imperative programming style. We have introdu ed the notion of losure typing, whi h is essential
to the soundness of this approa h. We have given one
type system that performs this losure typing, based
upon labels and onstraints. Our system is simple, but
falls short of being a onservative extension of ML. Further work in ludes investigating alternate, more subtle
ways to type he k losures, that would not reje t any
well-typed ML program, while orre tly keeping tra k
of mutable data.
The s ope of this work is not stri tly limited to the
problem of mutable data stru tures. For instan e, it is
well-known that polymorphi ex eptions raise the same
issues as referen es, and an be handled in the same
way. More generally, similar problems arise in the integration of polymorphi typing within several other
programming paradigms. For instan e, one approa h
to the integration of fun tional and logi programming
is to allow partially de ned values ontaining logi al
variables within a onventional fun tional language [15℄.
Polymorphi logi al variables break type safety just as
polymorphi referen es do, and are amenable to the
same treatment. In obje t-oriented programming, status variables of obje ts an be seen as referen es systemati ally en apsulated in fun tions (the methods).
Closure typing seems relevant to the polymorphi type-

he king of su h obje ts. Finally, some al uli of ommuni ating systems feature hannels as rst- lass values
[10℄. Polymorphi typing of these hannels must guarantee that senders and re eivers agree on the types of
transmitted values, and this is similar to ensuring that
writers and readers of a referen e use it onsistently
[13℄.
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A Proof of soundness
In this appendix, we sket h the proof of soundness of the
type system with respe t to the operational semanti s
given in se tion 3.3.
We formalize the fa t that a value v semanti ally belongs to a type expression A under onstraints . We
write this S j= v : A with . The hypothesis S is a
store typing, that is, a partial mapping from lo ations
to type expressions. The store typing is needed to take
into a ount the sharing of values introdu ed by the
store.

De nition 2 (Semanti typing judgements) Let
S be a store typing, v a value, A a type, a onstraint
sequen e. The predi ate S j= v : A with is de ned by
indu tion on v:

 S j= int(i) : int with .
 S j= lo (`) : (A ref ) with

domain of S , and S (`) = A.

 S j=

i ` belongs to the

los(x; b; e) : (A ! B ) with
M

i

{ for all x 2 Dom(e), there exists a type s hema
 su h that  . M is in , and S j= e(x) :
 with ;
{ and there exists a typing environment E su h
that E [x A℄ ` b : B with .
The predi ate above is extended to type s hemas by taking S j= v : (8V1 : : : Vn : A with 0 ) with i for
all substitutions  over V1 : : : Vn , we have S j= v :
A with [  0
Let e be an evaluation environment, and E be a typing environment. We say that S j= e : E with i
Dom(e)  Dom(E ) and for all x 2 Dom(e), we have
S j= e(x) : E (x) with .
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Similarly, let s be a store. We say that j= s : S
if Dom(s)  Dom(S ) and for all ` 2 Dom(s),
we have S j= s(`) : S (`) with .
with

In the proof of soundness, we will use the fa t that the
semanti typing judgement is stable under substitution.

Lemma 1 (Semanti substitution) If S j= v : A
with , then S j= v : A with  for all substitutions
.
Starting from a given value v, it is not possible in
general to a ess any lo ation in the store. The set R(v)
of lo ations rea hable from v is de ned by indu tion on
v, as follows.

De nition 3 (Rea hable lo ations)
R(int(i)) =
R(lo (`)) =
R( los(x; a; e)) =

;
f`g[
y2Dom(e)

R(e(y))

Lemma 2 (Garbage olle tion) Let S , S 0 be two
store typings su h that S (`) = S 0 (`) for all ` 2 R(v). If
S j= v : A with , then S 0 j= v : A with
Our type expressions are informative enough to allow
us to onne t the type of a lo ation ` rea hable from a
value v with the type A of v. More pre isely, we have
the following key lemma whi h relates the variables free
in the type of ` with the dangerous variables of A.

Lemma 3 (Store typing ontrol) Assume S j= v :
A with . Let ` be a lo ation in R(v). Then
F V (S (`) with )  DV (A with ):
Proof: By indu tion on v.
Case 1: A = int and v = int(i). Obvious, sin e there
are no lo ations rea hable from v.
Case 2: A = B ref , v = lo (`0 ), and S (`0 ) = B .
By de nition of the rea hable lo ations, ` = `0 . Hen e
F V (S (`) with ) = F V (B with ) = DV (A with ).
L
A2 , and v = los(x; a; e). Let
Case 3: A = A1 !
y be a variable su h that ` is rea hable from e(y). Let
 be a type s heme su h that S j= e(y) :  and ( .
L) 2 . We write 8V1 : : : Vn : B with 0 for . For all
substitutions  over V1 : : : Vn , sin e S j= e(y) : B
with [  0 , we get by indu tion hypothesis:

[

0

F V (S (`) with )  DV (B with

)  DV (B with

[

0

)

[

0

) n fV1 : : : Vn g

Hen e the desired result: F V (S (`) with )  DV (
with )  DV (A with )
2
We are now ready to show the soundness of the typing
rules.

Proposition 2 (Soundness) Assume E ` a : A
with . Let e be an evaluation environment, s a store,
S a store typing su h that:
S j= e : E with

j= s : S with :

Assume a[s℄ =e) w. Then, w = v[s0 ℄, and there exists
a store typing S 0 extending S , su h that:

S 0 j= v : A with

In the de nition of S j= v : A with , the types of
the lo ations that annot be rea hed from v are irrelevant. We an a tually assume any other type for those
lo ations:

F V (S (`) with

Taking well- hosen substitutions , it follows that:

j= s0 : S 0 with

Proof: By indu tion on the length of the evaluation.
All ases pro eed as in Tofte's proof [16, hapter 5℄,
ex ept when a is a let binding. Then, the last step of
the typing derivation is:
E ` a : A with
(; 0 ) = Gen(A; E; )
E [x ℄ ` b : B with 0

E ` let x = a in b : B with

0

Applying the indu tion hypothesis to the rst premise,
we get va , sa , Sa extending S su h that:
e
a[s℄ =)
va [sa ℄

Sa j= va : A with
j= sa : Sa with :
To apply the indu tion hypothesis to the last premise,
we need to show that:
Sa j= e[x

va ℄ : E [x

℄ with

0

where we write (; 0 ) for Gen(A; E; ), and
8V1 : : : Vn : A with 00 for . Sin e Sa extends S , and
V1 : : : Vn are not free in E , we already have Sa j= e :
E with 0 as a orollary of lemma 2. It remains to show
that:

Sa j= va : (8V1 : : : Vn : A with

00

) with 0 :

To do so, we must prove that, for any substitution 
over the Vi ,
(1)

Sa j= va : A with

0

[  00 :

Sin e Sa j= va : A with , we have, by lemma 1,
(2)

Sa j= va : A with  :
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By de nition of Gen, none of the Vi appears in any
onstraint of 0 , hen e
(3)

( ) = (

0

[

00

)=

0

[  00 :

By lemma 3, for any lo ation ` rea hable from va , we
have F V (Sa (`) with )  DV (A with ), and none of
the Vi is dangerous in A with , hen e none of the Vi
is free in Sa (`). Therefore,
(4)

(Sa )(`) = Sa (`) for all ` 2 R(va )

and the laim (1) above follows from (2), (3), (4), and
lemma 2. Therefore, we an apply the indu tion hypothesis to the right bran h of the typing derivation,
getting vb , sb , Sb extending Sa su h that:
e[x v

℄

b[sa ℄ =)a vb [sb ℄
Sb j= vb : B with 0
whi h is the expe ted result.

j= sb : Sb with

0

2
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